Bridging the gap between geographically dispersed experts and learners through the virtual learning experience.

NExT is committed to helping customers stay up-to-date with training and technology. Remote learning options offer flexibility to learn and acquire necessary skills beyond the traditional classroom. A number of different technologies, alone or in combination with other modalities, enable learning continuity, helping learners to stay productive and avoid delays, while working from home. These options offer learning towards acquiring knowledge and competencies in order to expand necessary skill sets and develop future opportunities - anywhere, anytime.
eLearning
- no instructor interaction
Our eLearning is developed by experts using instructional design methodologies. It is created as a pre-packaged, modular, offering training content in short, incremental modules, which can be consumed and completed independently or in combination with other courses or curricula.

Remote Instructor Led Series [RILS]
- low/medium instructor interaction
A Remote Instructor Led Series [RILS] takes our Instructor Led Training [ILT] material and separates it into a series of modules delivered remotely. This enables learners to access the same high quality training content normally delivered in a classroom setting, from their own homes or other remote locations.

Virtual Instructor Led Training [VILT]
- high instructor interaction
Full virtual training experience with a high number of interactive activities. Learners participate in a range of activities such as quizzes, break-out discussion groups, polls and hands on exercises. Instructors actively keep all learners engaged and involved in the training which makes VILT a thorough and powerful instructional environment.

Software RILS or VILT using DELFI
Schlumberger provides the latest in oil and gas software, and understands that technology adoption can be a huge challenge. Through NExT, we provide hands-on remote Software training combining domain and software disciplines, applied to relevant industry challenges using RILS or VILT, via remote DELFI access.
Meeting the immediate, intermediate and transitional needs of E&P professionals, teams, managers and organizations.

- **70,000+** E&P professionals trained
- **3,000+** Expert instructor base
- **1000+** Training programs designed & delivered
- **700+** Comprehensive course portfolio
- **100+** Competency mgmt. projects executed
- **85+** Countries global footprint
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